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PARTI

1JHE PROBLEM

Europe today stands at a cross-roads. In politics. In technology. In
economics. In culture. I shall have to mention why this is so at the end of my
discussion. But my thesis today is that Europe stands at a monetary cross-roads.

The cross-roads represent a choice. What is the best choice among the
alternati ves?

First, we have to see the problem. Does Europe have a monetary problem?
What solutions are available? What solution is best?

The place to start is with the present arrangements. What are they? Can
they be improved? What solutions are compatible with other economic, social,
political and cultural objectives?

I shall begin with a discussion of the present arrangements. Then I shall
show that these arrangements cannot last. Then I shall argue that the best
technical solution is a European currency managed by a European Monetary
Committee. And, finally, I shall argue that this solution is not only compatible
with, but actually would promote other European objectives.

1. The ABCs of the Present System

All the European countries define the par value of their currencies in
terms of gold, although they usually quote them in terms of the 1949 gold
dollar! .

Gold
"Content"

(grams)

2.13281
.242806
.16000
.001421
.245489
.017773
.888671

U.S. cents
Equivalent

Unit per
U.S. Dollar

Pound
Deutschmark

- French franc

Lire
Guilder
Belgian franc
U.S. Dollar.

2.40
27.3224
18.004

.160
27.624

2.28167
1.000

.416667
3.66
5.55419

625.000
3.620

43.726
1.000

./..

1Switzerland is an exception because she is not a member of the IMF. The value of the Swiss franc is
undefined. Although in what follows I shall discuss explicitly only the six EEC countries and Britain,
the impact of my remarks is not meant to exclude other European countries that would most certainly
be included in a wider European currency area.
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Things that are equal to the same thing are equal to one another. The
dollar is the unit of account and all exchange rates can be conveniently quoted in
terms of dollars. The dollar exchange rates are calculated by dividing the gold
content of the national currencies by the gold content of the dollar; the national
currency prices of the dollar are the reciprocals the dollar prices of the national
currenCIes.

Market exchange rates, however, are determined by demand and supply.
To keep the exchange rates fixed the European central banks buy and sell dollars
at upper and lower support points. Thus the Bank of England intervenes in the
exchange market to sell dollars (and buy pounds) when the market price of the,
pound goes down towards $ 2.38; and to buy dollars (and sell pounds) when the
market price goes up toward $ 2.42. Each of the European countries intervenes at
support points three-quarters of one per cent above and below the dollar parity.

By keeping their exchange rates fixed to the dollar, the European
currencies are fixed to one another within exchange rate margins. The monetary
integration of the European economies is achieved through the intermediation of
the dollar.

In order to intervene in the dollar exchange markets the central banks
have to keep working balances in New York Banks, the active component of
their reserves. In addition, of course, the European countries keep reserves of
dollars in time deposits,. treasury bills, certificates of deposit and some long term
bonds yielding. higher interest rates.

2. Balance of Payments Policies

When the demand and supply of dollars against national currencies in the
exchange market is not in balance the exchange rate adjusts, within limits
permitted by the margins, until the European central bank intervenes, leading to
a change in reserves. The size of the reserves determines how long imbalances
can continue. Generally, however, if a central bank allows too much fluctuation
in reserves confidence in the exchange parity may be undermined and induced
speculation and mass movement of funds. This can go to the point of forcing a
closing of the markets and devaluation or upvaluation. This happened in the third
week of November 1967 against the pound and in September 1969 for the
Deutschmark; in the first cast the British devalued; in the second case the DM
was set free and later was upvalued. Such aberrant events are a symptom of a
faulty adiustment mechanism, that is, a system of policies to bring demand and
supply in the private market into balance.

The balance of payments is a monetary phenomenon and its correction
implies monetary policies. There are, broadly speaking, only two monetary
means of bringing about equilibrium. One is to change the price of money - the
flexible exchange rate solution, the other is to change the quantity of money -

.../...
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the flexible money solution. The debate as to whether it is better to fix the stock
of money (or its rate of change) and let the price of one money vary in terms
of others; or to fix the price of money and let the quantity vary. All the major
countries today adhere to the secohd method. Let us consider how adjustment is
brought about.

Under fixed exchange rates demand and supply of currencies are brought
into balance by national monetary policies. This is automatically brought about
by the act of intervention itself. Thus when the Netherlands Bank is in surplus it
has to buy dollars with guilders to prevent appreciation of the guilders. This
increases the supply of guilders outstanding, eases liquidity in the Dutch money
market and increases spending, leading to increased capital exports (or reduced
capital imports) and increased imports. Both factors help to correct the balance
of payments, bringing about equilibrium between demand and supply of guilders
and rendering further intervention unnecessary while opposite responses take
place in the rest of the world. Thus the balance of payments equilibrates itself,
unless the central bank takes active steps to prevent the mechanism from

. 1
operatmg .

Generally speaking, however, the process of adjustment works
.
automatically in most of the countries except when there is a loss of confidence
in currency values. The adjustments mechanism, if it is run correctly, works just
like the interregional mechanism of adjustment between the twelve districts of
the U.S., which runs so smoothly that most people ,are not even aware that there
are twelve district currencies, one issued for each of the twelve -Federal Reserve
Districts.

.../...

I The U.S. and U.K. are exceptions. The U.S. balance is a very special case because many countries
want to accumulate dollars. The Bank of England has been another exception for a different reason;
it used to try to follow an independent monetary policy until reserve losses forced it to put on the
brakes. The history of this policy in Britain is a curious one. In 1932 when Britain had a floating
èxchange rate, the government set up an exchange equalization account to integrate Treasury and
Bank of England policy with respect to intervention in foreign currency markets and to simplify
monetary policy. When the account bought foreign currency or gold it automatically sold Treasury
securities to prevent any change in the money supply. This was a sensible system as long as the
pound exchange rate was flexible. The problem was that they kept the system after 1945 when
Britain went back to fixed rate ! It is an institution that now performs a disequilibrating function and
has been responsible for the series of very harmful balance' of payments crises that Britain has
suffered by contrast with her continental neighbors for more than tow decades now. The failures of
British monetary p.olicy have largely been a failure of British intellectuals and the quite unfortunate
jnfluence of the Radcliffe Report.

It is too much to expect a bureaucracy to cut off one of its limbs. The rule of a bureaucracy is to add,
no subtract, so instead of suggesting that the EEA be abolished, the Bank of England should set up a
new bureaucracy to offset EEA. Thus when the Bank of England loses dolla~s the supply of pounds
is reduced by the equivalent. The EEA then replenishes the stock of pounds by buying government
securities. The new institution, the anti-EEA can sell an equal amount of government securities and
recapture the pounds. This would restore the status quo ante EEA without disrupting the bureaucratic
apparatus. In fact, to avoid disrupting the money markets the clerks operating could. work in
adjoining rooms and conduct the transaction between themselves.

.
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3. The Weaknesses of the European Currencies

It is important not just to see the similarities between interregional
adjustment, such as takes place between different monetary. districts of the
United States, but also to be aware of the differences. The fact that exchange
rates are fixed between districts (subject to only minor qualifications) means,that

.

interest rates are the same on equivalent assets. But the fact that exchange rates
within Europe can change, and are often expected to change, means that interest
rates may differ substantially from one country to another. For example, at the
end of 1968 the U.K. money market rate was almost 7 per cent, the French rate
was 8 p~r cent, but the German rate was barely more than2 per cent. These
differences reflected the expectations of appreciation of the mark, and the

I weaknesses of the pound sterling and the French franc. But after the exchange
rates were altered, with the devaluation of the franc and the appreciation of the
mark, the money market rates adjusted, reducing the disparities between yields in
the different centers. Currently, however, we see low interest rates in the
Netherlands and Switzerland that reflect the market opinion that there is some
probability of an upward adjustment of the guilder and Swiss franc. These
differences in rates are reflected in forward exchange rates since, after taking
into account default risk (exchange control), covered interest rates on equivalent
assets have to be the same.

The expectations of exchange rate changes greatly unsettle the money
markets, make planning difficult, and, in the long run, weaken the control a
government has over economic policy. There is a pure welfare effect associated
with the interest difference that involves transfer of seigniorage from one
country to another and a deadweight loss for Europe as a whole. The money
markets of Europe have not been as disturbed as they have over the past three
years since the chaotic periods of 1930s. We can see these costs on the
international crisis index1.,Note the jump upward after the 1960 gold bubble, the
period of calm and renewal of tension until just recently. This period of crises
involved real economic. costs in loss of efficiency. Since I have developed this
point elsewhere2 I shall not go into details here. Suffice it to say that Europe
could reap appreciable gains from establishing a centralized financial market, not
in the sense of a single location, but in the sense of unified rates on assets of
different currencies.

This is not fully appreciated. The only way to establish a unified money
market is to kill the sporadic and unsettling speculation over currency prices that
ravaged the European markets between 1967 and 1969, and permit discounts and
premia to develop on currency futures. The exchange rate should be taken out of
both national and international polities within Europe.

...I...

1Calculated by Houston Stokes

2 See "The cost of Exchange Crises and the Problem of Sterling", in International Economics, Chapter
19.
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I.recognize that this suggestion seems to be blowing against the wind at a
time when a number of influential economists have suggested the adoption of
a crawling parity system, with a widened margin. I believe their emphasis is
wrong and would be a disastrous system for the European countries to adopt.
And for the U.S. the system is totally irrelevant.

It is wrong economically because it treats the exchange rate "as a price
like any other price". The exchange rate is a price but it is not a price like the
price of cabbage. It is a special price which establishes the goal of monetary
policy, provides a basis for expectations of future policy and this links the
national money as a unit of account to the international price level. An exchange
parity is an expressIon of the long-run commitment of the monetary authorities to
a monetary policy. Leaving the parity of the smaller national currencies to
arbitrary and frequent changes is to make the exchange rate the hostage of any
monopolistic attack, whether internal or external currency. The arguments for
changing the exchange rate are short-run arguments based on a money illusion
that is increasingly disappearing.

I am speaking here of the currency fluctuations between areas as closely
connected through trade and lending as. the different currencies within Europe.
Brazil and many other countries with unstable or rapidly expanding money
supplies have adopted such a system, but I do not believe the system has any
applicability within Europe. The size of the European currency domains have
become too small relative to other assets to make continual fluctuation among
the exchange rates a desirable system. Nor do I believe it would be desirable to
break up the currency system of the United States in order to allow fluctuations
in exchange rates between different districts. Both the U.S. and Europe possess
enough of the characteristics of an optimum currency area to move toward
narrower, rather than wider fluctuations in exchange rates. In matters of finance
it is better for Europe to move toward the U.S. pattern of high capital and labor
mobility than to break up, by the crawling peg system, the degree of integration
already achieved.

My argument can best be illustrated by asking how the crawling peg
system would have benefited France after_the May-June 1968 events or Britain
in November 1967 attack on sterling, or Germany in September 1969. The
answer is not at all.

Rather than moving to more flexibility of exchange rates within Europe
the economic arguments suggest less flexibility and a closer integration of
capital markets. These economic arguments are supported by social arguments as
well. On every occasion when a social disturbance leads to the threat of a strike,
and the strike to an increase in wages unjustified by increases in productivity and
thence to devaluation, the national currency becomes threatened. Long-run costs
for the nation as a whole are bartered away by governments for what they
presume to be short-run political benefits. If, instead, the European currencies

...1...
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were bound together disturbances in the country would be cushioned with the
shock weakened by capital movements I.

The fact must be faced that if the United States had separate currencies
for each one of the fifty states alternatively for the twelve districts the local
exchange rate would be at the -mercy of the few big companies or labor
monopolies in that state; and there would be little if any chance of keeping a
stable monetary system of operation. To some extent the same problem would
result even if there were twelve separate district currencies (which there are)
subject to exchange rate changes (which they are not). The larger the currency
area the greater is the resistance of the exchange rate to any given economic
disturbance. But the European currencies now cover too small a domain of
contract and information to resist the social disturbances to which they maybe
subject. The same argument holds with respect to the movements of funds
controlled by the giant international corporations. A wider currency area; with
the exchange rate taken out of politics, would ensure protection against
disturbances arising in a world in which big companies, big labor unions and
large international banks can threaten the viability of the national currency. If
Europe created a common money it might well find flexible exchange rates or
the crawling peg scheme a desirable basis for external currency relations.

4. The Dependence on the Dollar

The appropriateness of an exchange system cannot be judged
independently of the size configuration of national states in the world economy.
One exchange system may work well in a world of equal-sized states. Another
exchange system may be effective in a world dominated by a single nation. And
yet a different system is appropriated in a world composed of a super-state, a few
large powers, and many smaller states.

Our world of 1970 fits the last mentioned configuration. The United
States supereconomy, Japan, the European powers, and many smaller states
dominate the economic environment. This leaves aside the role of Russia, China '

and India, giants in different dimensions, but they are not dominating forces in
the economic trading sphere with which we are now concerned. '

If the world were composed of a supereconomy like the U.S. and a large
number of very small state,s there would be no alternative to a dollar standard,
except insofar as the small nations could combine to form a single political unit,
and by joint action match in strength the power of the super-state. That is not in
the realm of possibility today. The fact is that collective economic strength of the
European powers matches in certain dimensions the U.S. supereconomy. lts
weaknesses in technology military strength and organizational efficiency derive
from its diversity and the dispersion of its energy. The diversity, however, is not
an unmixed evil for that promotes protection of cultural depth and philosophical
dispersion.

.../...

1 This argument has been very forcefully made by A. Laffer.
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There is an inherent tendency for a common international money to
develop based on economies of scale in the production of information.
Historically this is seen in the use of gold. No one invented the gold standard. It

.

developed through its adoption by a few countries as money as a result of its
efficiency in trade, based on its low transport costs per unit of value. But when
gold substitutes became cheaper, like the pound sterling in the nineteenth
century, gold was replaced for many of its functions. The same holds today with
the dollar which in almost every conceivable international function of money has
replaced other assets.

In a world of supereconomy and very small states, this process would be
inevitable and irresistible. The world would be dollar-dominated and the world
central bank would be the U.S. Federal Rerserve System. There would be no
alternative. This appears to be the model of Kindleberger, Salant and Despres.

But our world is not really like this. In the world we live in there are,
besides Japan, in Western Europe alone, four powers of substantial sizes; Britain,
France, Germany and Italy; besides other financial powers like Switzerland,
Holland, Belgium and Sweden that are by no means insignificant.

In this world it is not at all inevitable that the dollar is irresistible for
there are alternatives to it. They do not exist at the present time, but they can be
created. The important question is whether it is worth creating.

In order to understand the thrust of my argument it is necessary to look
closely at the path the financial world is now taking and at the cominating
position of the dollar in that world. From 1945 to 1960, the dollar became the
international currency for central banks, as intervention currency unit of account,
unit of quotation, reserve asset, store of value of asset of settlement. Especially
from 1960 it began to assume its important functions as a vehicle currency. The
1960s saw the rise to prominence of the international corporations which use the
dollar and the international banks which produce them. The Eurodollar market is
the international short-term capital market dominated by the dollar and, the
vehicle through which excess reserves are lent and borrowed.

The Eurodollar market is also the international money market, analogous
at the international level, to the Federal Funds market. It is not a passing
phenomenon. It is a systematic force, an extension to the world sphere of

. American banking. Estimates of its importance in Europe range from $ 15 to $ 20
billion. Actually all these figures grossly understate its practical impOrtance even
now and far more so its potential for growth over the next few years. A rough
index of its growth can be got from the liquidity definition of the U.S. balance of
payments which has shot up from $ 1 billion yearly in the 1950s to $ 3 billion in
the early 1960s to almost $ 9 billion in 1969. Dollars and other quasi moneys
have become the major U.S. export.

..,I...
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5. The Spectre of the Euro-Dollar

International banking means the private .creation of interilational or
multinational money. Low-powered money in the U.S. becomes high-powered
money in Europe. The European central banks have increasingly lost control over
domestic money supplies. This is seen not just in the sense that the maintenance
of the parity demands a commitment of monetary policy, or in the aggregate
sense that Europe has lost control over the sum of the pounds, francs, marks,
lires, etc., that provide the basis for European spending power. In a more
important sense if European countries try to tighten monetary policies new
dollar-creating banks will sprout up and create Eurodollars to replace pound-
franc-mark-lire creation. In this sense the supply of European money, defined in
terms of the work it can do has become highly elastic. Every business with
international connections is concerned about the exchange value of its assets, and
this now means, increasingly, their dollar value. The dollar is undercutting the
national currencies, cannibalizing, through private international banks, the
national money supplies of Europe. As business becomes more outer-directed
and internationalized Eurodollar accounts replace national currency accounts,
where laws permit, and the seigniorage gain from national money creation at the
government level is shifted to rents accruing to the international banks, most of
which have connections and credit lines in the U.S. and can rely on the credit
worthiness of a famous name.

Consider the following question: Which bank is more likely to "fail"? The
Bank of France or the First National City Bank? Hardly anyone believes in
failures of the great American banks or of their branches in Europe. But there is
still widespread speculation against the currencies of Europe issued by the
central banks. The reason is not just size. To be sure the big American
commercial banks are larger than the central banks of Europe. Any economist or
banker who ignores this development is an ostrich. But there are other reasons.

Eurodollars have already begun to replace national currencies in national
uses. Public banks in Europe compete with private banks in America. Why
should an international business in Italy maintain lire deposit when (or if) it can
use Eurodollar deposits on virtually equal terms? Gresham's law operates in the
competition between private American banks and European public banks.

Anything a lire can do a Eurodollar can do better. The big American
commercial banks are safer, judged by records since the war, than European
central banks. An overseas branch of a big American bank is less likely to fail
than a national bank is to devalue. The overseas branch is backed up by the home
office which is in several cases bigger than the European central banks. But it is
also reinforced by confidence in the American banking system arising in the
belief, from insurance (FDIC) and a belief probably justifies, that the American
government would not permit a bank failure of one of the big commercial banks;
in this sense they are semi-public institutions.

.../...
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European countries can, of course, impose controls and, restrictions
against U.S. banks or the European banks who "counterfeit". dollars. But the big
banks are big enough to play one country ag'ainst the other much like the
international corporations. Even though collective action is desirable, it is not in
a country's interest to take an individual stand. And there is no convenient
avenue in Europe for advancing the collective interest.

One could, of course, argue that private European banks are protected by
their own central banks. The Bank of France bought assets in 1968 rather than let
the French commercial banks, fail. But as the sequel make clear the internal
liquidity crisis is converted to an external liquidity crisis. The European central
banks have to keep their currencies convertible into the dollar. They are not
banks of last resort in the world setting. The dollar has become the apex of the
international monetary pyramid. The U.S. central bank has no problem
maintaining convertibility.

It is often said that gold is the apex of the monetary pyramid though less
so now than a few years ago. Could not the Europeans cash in dollars for gold
and threaten the convertibility of the dollar?

The formal answer is, yes. But that record has been played for a decade.
Threatening the dominant power is a thankless task and it is not costless. The
French attempt to raise up gold in opposition to the dollar failed because it was a
unilateral move, badly prepared, and not part of an acceptable plan. The gold
standard of the nineteenth century variety lacked economic truth in 1965. B,ut the
failur~ served as a warning to Europe that relative power positions had
fundamentally changed.

The gold convertibility threat is now too heavy-handed a weapon - at
least in a poker game among friends. It is like a doomsday machine. No
European country wants to bring down the collapsible house of cards pinned on
the strength of the European dollar even if it could do so. Far better to drift along
with the present system, the changes of which seems distant and remote, than for
any single country attempt to weaken confide!lce in the dollar. '

Consider then the problem. Fora decade or more U.S. officials and U.S.
detractors (strange bedfellows) have been bemoaning the weakness of the dollar
and the problem arising from the balance of payments. The balance of payments
"program" involved a series of measures including controls of one kind or
another that a few economists (including myself) repeatedly warned would not
work; the deficit in the control period almost tripled to its current level of almost
$ 9 billion. Many of the same economists who advocated controls in the 1960s
are now advocating flexible exchange rates in one or another of its variations;
joining forces with many libertarians who have always opposed controls. Again
strange bedfellows. But the point is not whether one's heart is in the right place,
but whether one's theory of the process is right. It is my opinion that the theory
of the process, used by flexible rate advocates and control mongers alike, is too
short-run in its scope.

...1...
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What would be the effect of introducing floating rates (or crawling pegs
with widened margins). Clearly the balance of payments on a official settlement
basis would disappear except insofar as additions to reserves wère freely bought.
But what would be the. effect on a liquidity basis? It would worsen. For the
reserves that the central banks were previously accumulating would not be
acquired by the commercial banks and used as the basis of Eurodollar expansion.
Private money creation would replace central bank money creation and the
domain of the national currency would shrink and shrink in the unequal battle for
survival in a dollar-dominated world. A movement in the direction of flexible
exchange rates is no solution for the European countries. It would enhance rather
than weaken the inroads of the dollar.

What, then, is the solution? The U.S.' is powerless to correct its deficit
short of forbidding other countries to buy or use dollars, which would be absurd.
Hope for correcting or reducing the U.S. deficit lies with Europe: Only by
creating a substitute for the dollar can Europe free itself from dependence on it,
and only through this means can the U.S. correct its balance of payments. There
is thus only one solution.

That solution, I believe, lies in the creation of a European money. One of
the advantage to. Europe of .the common money is to restore to European
governments the sovereignty that is being whittled away by the Eurodollar
explosion and to enable Europe to resume command over its own monetary
policy. Its immediate advantage to the U.S. is to eliminate the U.S. balance of
payments deficit which U.S. officials (for reasons not entirely clear) have long
proclaimed to be undesirable. But in the long run it would enable Europe,
eventually in equal partnership with the U.S., to develop instruments for the
rational monetary management of the world economy.

The major objection does not of course come from the U.S. but from
those in Europe who regard a monetary unit as the symbol of national
sovereignty, and are distrustful of any ideas likely to threaten that sovereignty.
The point is, however, that monetary sovereignty is already threatened. The
relevant question is simply whether sovereignty should be allowed to pass to

. America or whether it would not better serve the interests of the European
countries if the sovereignty were restored' to Europeans in a common European
enterprise.

The case for a European money must be made primarily on political
grounds, just because politics in the widest sense of the word has to override
economics. I. shall make a case for a European money in the final section.
Before, doing so, however, it is necessary to clear away the economic underbrush
in order to make clear that there are no economic difficulties in the way or any :
technicalities that cannot be resolved. As it turns out the economic case for a
European money is a very strong one.
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PART II

THE PLAN

6. A New Anchor

I have argued that the gains from European' financial integration are
considerable, that integration at both the official and private level is being
achieved through the intermediation of the dollar, but that the costs of
intermediation through the dollar are exceedingly high, striking at the nerve
centers of monetary control sovereignty itself. In this section we have to consider
some of the alternatives to the present arrangements.

Let us take it as given that we want to avoid the complete dependence on
the dollar in which Europe today finds itself. What steps must be taken to
achieve this end?

The first thing is to establish the destination and 'then consider the best
means of getting there, taking into account technical and practical problems. The
first requirement, the sine qua non, is to lay the anchor to which the European
currencies are to be moored. Currently, as we have seen, currencies are pegged
to the dollar. What is needed is an alternative to the dollar.

There are three possibilities. One is to choose gold. Second is to create a
synthetic unit of account. Third is to choose one of the existing national'
currencies. Some combination of the three possibilities may be desirable.

Let us first consider gold. Thé European currencies could all peg to gold.
But this option is, at least for the present, impractical. No one in the United
States wants to leave the fortunes of monetary policy to the vicissitudes of the
available stock of gold and such an arrangement for Europeans would either
imply huge fluctuations in reserve levels if the dollar price of gold were fixed or
fluctuating exchange rates if the dollar price of gold were allowed toremain free.
To be sure a managed gold standard - managed by Europe and America
collectively - is possible and may ultimately become desirable. But it does not
meet the present European problem of finding a satisfactory anchor to which the
European currencies can be pegged - together. The relations with gold are
concerned with extra-Európean relations to which we shall presently turn.

The second possibility is to establish, by fiat, a unit of account in Europe.
The European countries could agree on a common piece of paper and hitch their
currencies to that. They could then set up a European monetary authority and'
central bank to govern the connections between that unit and the dollar or gold.

.../...
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This is a possible !,olution, perhaps it is even an ideal solution. But it is
politically very complicated, almost utopian. The reason is that it starts in the
wrong direction, at the end of a process rather than at the beginning. It is very
hard to make political leaps of the magnitude such a path would take.

The third possibility is to take a European currency and use it as a
temporary anchor. This process has the disadvantage of having to select a
particular country and that involves problems of national jealousies. No one
wants to repeat inside Europe the problems Europe as a whole has had with the
dollar. For this reason any'solution in this direction would have to be looked
upon only as a first st"epin a process.

I believe, however, that this is the best way to start. It is practical and
informal. The choice of currency as a key currency lies within the realm of
technicalities and can bè. decided by the central banks and governments. No
country in Europe has legislative approval for a dollar standard, yet that is the
system they now use. I think it would be a mistake to attempt to deceive
parliaments in this respect, and it would be best to show that the method works
before putting a drastic change up for parliamentary approval. So the best first
step is to shift from the dollar as intervention currency to one, of the currencies
within Europe.

Which? Each of the central banks would have some claim. Italy and
Belgium have had the best record of exchange stability over the past two
decades. France has the oldest central bank. Germany has had a strong currency
for over 15 years, a good inflation record and is the largest industrial power. The
Netherlands have some of the oldest central banking traditions and probably,
with the possible exception of Italy, the management.

Britain is the largest financial power and the pound IS still a world
currency.

The issue is not really that important. Actually any of the countries would
do although there are technical reasons. why there are advantages to using the
currency with the largest financial base, the best connections and thickest money
market. The question could be decided informally. For purposes of the present
discussion I shall suppose that the pound is chosen since going over to the
decimal system removes one of the difficulties that would formerly have barred
or weakened the pound's advantages.

Here, then, is how the tradition would be made. Britain continues; at least
initially, to peg to the' dollar, while all the other countries shift over from
pegging to the dollar to pegging to the pound. Everything else goes on as before.
No change in exchange rates would have occurred.

But what about reserves? Britain will now need larger dollar reserves
because she will have to take upon herself ~he combined deficits of Europe, when

.../...
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Europe as a whole is in deficit. (And she will have to accumulate reserves when
she is in surplus while other countries will have to have more pounds). The
solution is simple enough. The other countries can deposit a pile of their dollars
in a special account set up by the Bank of England, and get in return credits in
pounds. There is no reason why all accounts cannot, in the initial period, be
dollar guaranteed.

This first step would solve the anchor problem. Now Europe as a whole
could easily adopt any stance necessary in relating to the dollar. If the U.S.
inflated or went into a depression Europe could always change the pound parity

. of the dollar and thus the parity of Europe as a whole. Or they could widen the
margins, let the dollar float or even peg to gold. A new degree of freedom would
have been achieved.

Of course the other European countries would not be able to allow the
Bank °of England to make exchange rate decisions in isolation. The second
problem is the determination of policy. The weakest stage of cooperation is
consultation. But it should not be a difficult matter to go beyond this to the
setting up of a European monetary advisory committee analogous to the U.S.
open market committee. This committee would have to concern itself with two
kinds of decisions: (a) British open market policy and (b) external exchange rate
policy.

The third step is to ensure that the benefits of the system are divided. It
would not be fair for the U.K. to have complete freedom to run up sterling debts
to European central banks, at least not without a quid pro quo. There are.
informal ways of handling this through the appropriate setting of interest rates;
and there are more formal methods.

. .

One of the most straightforward formal methods is to pool reserves. All,
or a certain fraction of reserves, could be put in a pool and a new asset - a claim
on the pool - could be issued to the European countries either in the form of a
deposit at the Bank of England or a special asset. In the long run the creation of a
special asset would be desirable because the money that ultimately may circulate
in Europe should not be the pound sterling, but a fresh asset that is a symbol of
the step that has in fact be tàken.

7. The Making of Europa

In the making of such a symbol acts of parliament may be required in
some countries. This is a politically sensitive issue but it has to be brought home
to the public how much sovereignty on money matters has already been lost to
the dollar, and the bleak future in the event that no changes are made. The
parliaments and the public have a right to be informed of the threat to their
national financial independence that already exists.

...I...
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At the stage of creating the symbol, one might ask :What is to be its
nature? One could take up an old European name for a currency, such as thalers,
ducats, florins, livres, ecus; one could adopt a new name for it such as Eurodollár
or use the name suggested by Giscard d'Estaing, the Euror, in his plan for a
European currency. I shall refer to it as the EUROPA.

What would the EUROPA be? It has have a definition. The simplest is to
define it in terms of gold. For example, a europa could be equal to one gram of
gold, which would make it worth about $ 1.13. But it seems rather petty to fix an
even figure with respect to gold when most people are used to the dollar as a unit
of account so defining it in terms of the I.M.F. unit of account, which is the 1944
gold dollar, would give it a gold content of 0.888671 grams, the same value as
the dollar.

The existing exchange rates would then be

1 EUROPA .888671 grams of gold
100 pennies U.K. = 1/2.4 pounds sterling
3.66 DM
625 lire
5.55 FF
50BF
3.62 Guilders=

In this way the Europeans would have found their way to a European money.

8. The European Monetarv Pool

We cannot, however, stop at this point. Formalities have to be observed
with respect to the use of reserves and monetary policies. I do not propose to go
into details because they are best cleared up by negotiation. A few suggestions,
however, may facilitate discussion. We have to ask : What would be the central
banks do with their reserves and what is the appropriate quantity of Europas to
issue?

It is very convenient to establish quotas. Current European resen:'es are
about $ 25 billion, counting the six and Britain of which about $ 15 billion are in
gold (the rest in dollars). If this sum were put in a pool it is c1earthat it would be
a larger reserve than is really necessary. The reason is partly the insurance
principle : all co~ntries will not get into deficit at the same time so that pooling
reserves automatically permits an economizing of them. But there is a second
reason. The European countries hold reserves now, not just to cover deficits
related to trade with the rest of the world, but also to trade with one another. A
reserve saving is possible with respect to intra-European trade. Pure intra-Europe
credit can be created to cover reserves needed because of intra-European trade,
with hard reserves kept for transactions with the rest of the wórld. This
represents a gain in the real purchasing power of existing reserves.

...I...
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,
There are various ways of establishing a scientific basis for determining a

sound fraction of intra-European to extra-European reserves. It is sufficient for
our purposes, however, to note that the intra-reserve-saving would be related to
the ratio of intra-European to extra-European trade, which would thus involve a
saving of the order .of 50 per cent. If we add to this the insurance saving it is
possible that Europe as a whole would not need more than $ 10 billion in total
external reserves, or about 40 per cent of the total they now possess.

This assumes, however, that reserves are presently adequate. Actually
U.K. reserves are too low, and too large a proportion is borrowed. Moreover it
might be better at the outset to establish a level of reserves that will enhance the
securities of the currencies. For this reason a pool of say, $ 30 billion would be
appropriate, of which half should be backed by hard currency.

The appropriate size of quotas can be established by negotiation, although
a degree of arbitrariness cannot be. avoided. Taking into account population,
GNP, IMF quotas, variance of imbalances, etc., one can arrive at the following
quotas for purposes of discussion:

UK
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Belux

7
7
7
5
2
2

Total 30 billion Euros

If the figure appears very high (it is higher than the IMF total) one should
recognize that it is not much larger than the big American banks and less than
half the size of the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank.

Each of the countries would earmark to the pool, administered by the
Bank of England, reserves of gold or dollars equal to half their quota, while the
rest of their quota would be paid in national currency (much like the IMF
system); and they would get in return a deposit of Europas equal to their quota.
Thus France would pay 3.5 billion of gold or dollars and get in return E 7.0
billion which it could use to fix the franc exchange value of the Europa.

The balance sheet of the Pool would then look as follows:

.../...



Assets Liabilities

Gold and federal exchange 15 To U.K. 7

Pounds 3.5 Germany 7

DM 3.5 France 7

FF 3.5 Ital y 5

!t.L 2.5 Netherlands 2

Guilders 1.0 Belux 2

BF 1.0

30 Euros 30 Euros
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The Pool's Assets and Liabilities

9. Policies

Countries could in principle follow the same policies with respect to
balance of payments adjustment they now follow, although it would serve the
interests of financial integration better to squeeze the intra-European exchange
rate margins together. In view of the increased connections between financial
markets, however, it would be desirable to make adjustment pol~cies more
automatic, moving in the direction of the traditional equilibrating rules of the
game, setting adjustment policies in motion promptly, and thus taking both the
exchange rate and adjustment process out of political manoeuvring. Two policies
must now be considered.

The first is the appropriate policy of adjustment of the money supply of
Europe as a whole. How rapidly should the money supply in Europe be allowed
to move and to what extent should this be related to movements in the United
States and the rest of the world.

On the supposition that U.S. monetary policy is stable there is no reason
why European and American monetary policies cannot be harmonized. Given
similar price level goals in Europe. and the United States fixed exchange rates
can be maintained between the two blocs. If, however, the U.S~ or European
monetary goals shQuld become very different some exchange flexibility between
the blocs would be required.

Mutual coordination of policies with respect to the use of reserves will
become more important. The Européan monetary pool will have a bloc of dollar
and gold reserves of about $ 15 billion, about the same stock of reserves as the
United States. Correct monetary management of the two areas will require
continuous consultation of monetary policies. Thus Europe and the United States

.../...
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would have to decide not to dump or demonetize gold. There is no reason why
an arrangement cannot be worked out by which the existing par value of the
Europa and the dollar in terms of gold is maintained. Only in the event of an
avalanche of gold arising out of vast new discoveries would it be necessary to
give up the use of gold or lower its price. On the other hand an increase in the
price of gold would serve no valid monetary purpose.

There remains the question of gold pegging arrangements. The U.S. could
peg to the Europa. Europa could peg to the dollar. Or both blocs could peg to
gold within suitable margins, established by the degree of exchange flexibility
considered desirable, with joint action to control. the world monetary stock of
gold.

These two areas, Europe and the United States would constitute the twin
pillars around which the free world monetary system revolves. Third countries
could peg their currencies to either bloc and hold their reserves in the currencies
of either bloc. But because the U.S. and Europe would represent such a large part
of the world they would each have to share responsibility for sound, non-
inflationary policies. The creation of the European bloc would economize on
reserve and in this sense would contribute to the inflation potential in the world
economy unless discretionary "management is carefully observed. To guard
against premature spending of additional reserves the Europeans could decide to
self-discipline their spending of additional reserves, treating extra reserves as
conditional, rather than unconditional liquidity.

Control would be necessary over the extent to which banking systems
were allowed to overlap between the two areas. We have already seen the
enormous inflation potential that is created by the extension of the Eurodollar
market, to which bank money in one country, the U.S., becomes high-powered
money in another continent. It would be necessary to keep a close rein also on
the reserve process by which European banks, newly secured by the existence of
their own money, were not permitted to explode into the United States. Zones of
currency and banking domains could be defined.

Let us summarize the steps needed in moving toward a European money.

The first requirement is to have an anchor which will provide Europe with
an extra degree of freedom, namely, the right to let its currencies move
collectively with respect to the dollar, reducing European subservience in this
dimension and affording an alternative - a degree of protection - in the event the

U.S. economy becomes unstable. This is provided by the Continental countries
fixing their currencies to one another through the medium of one of the European
currenCIes.

The second requirement is to have a policy. Taking for illustrative
purposes, the Bank of England as agent for Europe, she could convene a board of
advisers from the Continental banks, a committee set the task of formulating a
European monetary policy. Alternatively, this same le~dership could be at the
initiative of the President of the BIS.

.../...
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The third requirement is to divide the benefits. This can be accomplished
formally or informally. An attractive solution here is to form a reserve pool, with
quotas, and a European bank, with suitable adjustments of interest rates and
quittance rights.

The fourth requirement is to have a symbol, a unit of account, that
properly forces attention on the fact that a significant step has been taken. The
name suggested for purposes of discussion is the Europa, but that is obviously a
detail that can be worked out when the. need for it arises. In the longer run it
might be worth issuing Europa notes to the public purposes of tourists and
international travellers, replacing the current reliance on the dollar and recouping
the seigniorage.

The final step is to arrange external connections. Relations could be
established on a gold basis or through a continuation of existing pegging
arrangements through the United Kingdom. Thus the Bank of England could peg
the pound to the. dollar and the Europa to the pound (flat), while the other
countries could peg to the Europa flat or with very narrow margins. In the event
the pound or the Bank of England ceased to be a satisfactory unit for pegging, an
equivalent arrangement could be transferred to one of the other European
currenCIes.

It is not perhaps fully realized how exceptionally propitious is the present
time to the creation of a European money. There are various reasons for this.
First, there is now a fairly generally accepted view of how the international
financial system works and of the key role played by U.S. monetary policy in
determining the world price level and the rate of world inflation. Second, the
European currencies are pegged to the dollar at rates vis-à-vis one another that
be thought of as. equilibrium rates if they are properly backed up by appropriate
monetary policy. Third, the central bank management has become far more
sophisticated and includes a number of men of the highest calibre in several

. countries. Fourth, the governments in power are in general more sympathetic to
an extension of the European concept than even before. Fifth, Britain goes on to
a decimal system at the beginning of next month.

Not all these factors are of equal importance. But they combine to make
. 1970 a very favorable year in which to get the feet wet. There is, 'indeed, far less
time available than is commonly realized as the gush of information, new
technology, conglomerates, international corporations and banks are rapidly
turning the Atlantic into an American lake. The friendly financial imperialism of
the U.S. is powerful not because it is ugly, but because it is so attractive.

.../
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10. Transition Problem

Before turning to historical-political considerations it seems advisable to
face squarely some political-economic problems raised by the transition. The
creation of a new monetary unit on the scale envisaged would mark a dramatic
new bid for monetary power on the part of Europe. It would be disingenuous to
imply that such a development does not have important implications for the
United States and that the United States does not, therefore, have a right to be
kept informed and consulted and given assurances that its vital interests will not
be threatened. First let us consider the legal basis of the European action.

There is no provision in the IMF Articles of Agreement inhibiting the
creation of a common monetary bloc in Europe. There are provisions, however,
that specify the. rules with respect to exchange rates and intervention policy. The
U.S. is currently freed from exchange market intervention by its formal
adherence to Article IV-4-b stating that it buys and sells gold freely; European
countries are permitted to keep dollar margins within one per cent of par in
accordance with a 1959 Regulation even if it allows cross rates with currencies
or other member countries to go up to 2 per cent. From a formal point of view
there is no problem to the transition.

Big changes. iI,1the system, however, would be accomplished by the
creation of a European monetary pool and a European money and legal rights do
not afford sufficient grounds for disrupting expectations. When a country "cries
down" an international money they affect the world economy. Thus changes in
U.S. silver policy had huge effects on silver standard countries, especially
Austria and Russia in the 1870s, and on China in the 1930s. Similarly, the U.S.
"threat" echoed repeatedly by American nationalists (but not by the government)
do demonetize gold by refusing to buy it, had, and still could have, big effects on
Europe.

A similar problem would arise if a misplaced European nationalism
decided abruptly to "demonetize" the dollar. The European pool would have a
huge bloc of dollars on hand as well as gold, and any threat to demonetize the
dollar by dumping dollar holdings'. abruptly would be an act of irresponsibility.
What might eventually be required is an arrangement between the U.S. and
Europe not to demonetize each other's reserves and to negotiate the correct
holdings of each other's money. The principle on which negotiations are set
should pay some attention to the rule of thumb that bygones are bygones, that

. past deficits involve claims that are fait accompli and cannot be unravelled at the
free option of the holder. This holds with respect to sterling, dollars and gold
balances alike.

I believe, with Bernstein, Triffin, Machlup, Johnson and others, that a
world wide pooling of external reserves is needed in.order to lodge control of the
international monetary base with the IMF, which is supposed to be the world
monetary authority; but that we are unlikely to be able to negotiate a satisfactory

...I...
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control arrangement until the Europeans have solved their problems. In this
respect as in most U.S. and European long-run interests, broadly conceived, are
in harmony, not in conflict; and on this basis the creation of a European money,
far from threatening U.S. vital interests, will promote them. It seems too obvious
to mention the ease with which the U.S. balance of payments problem, which up
to now has proved intractable to the U.S. acting alone; could be solved once
Europe has created its own regional money. Europe, with a common money,
could solve the bulk of the U.S. balance of payments problem, as it is conceived
of by the U.S. officials, which currently approaches $ 9 billion a year on a
liquidity basis, almost overnight.
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PART III

THE CASE FOR A EUROPEAN MONEY

It is not necessary to rest the case for a European curre'ncy on economic
arguments alone. It is true that the economic arguments favor a European money:
(1) the pecuniary gains to Europe from the reserve saving; (2) the protection
from further expansion of the dollar; (3) the increase in control over the
European money supply; (4) the recovery of seigniorage to Europe; and (5) a.
new instrument to correct the U.S. balance of payments.

11. Political Considerations

These arguments alone would make the organizational effort required to
create a European money worthwhile. But there are more compelling gains. Even
if there were no economic case for a European money there is a political case for
one. For, the creation of a European money would represent a strong step in the
direction of European integration. The case for a European money is therefore
tied up with the case for integration. Since the case for integration rests on
social, political, military, cultural and intellectual grounds our arguments for a
European money based on economic grounds alone is as if we had just examined
the tip of the iceberg and left untouched the seven-eighths of the true case lying
underneath. Of course most political judgments involve questions of value but I
believe the values are widely shared on both sides of the Atlantic.

What are the political arguments? It would be a hopeless task to
summarize them here and millions of words have already been written about
them. Yet some perspective can be got if we are willing to take a longer look at
the evolution of the European economy, and its monetary fortunes. I think when
that is done we find that the present is unique, characterized by á transition of
unprecedented significance. The transition represents the reversal of a trend

. begun several centuries ago.

Europe achieved a kind of monetary unity under the Romana-Byzantine
Empire, a unity implied by the recognition by the. princes of the newly emerging
European nations of the exclusive monopoly of the pontiff-emperor of gold
coinage. The symbolic turning point came at the beginning of the thirteenth
century with the sacking of Constantinople, the seat of Byzantium, by the third
Crusade in 1204. Prior to that date a myth had always been maintained in the
sacred character of gold and the authority - to be sure mainly spiritual - of the
Eastern Pontiff to create and stamp gold coins. After 1204 Europe turned its
back on the universal money of Byzantium, the last tangible manifestation of the
unity of Christendom, the effective end of the Crusades, and the yoke of the
Romans. European monetary integration of a sort had been achieved through the
intermediation of Rome-Byzantine money.

...I...
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After that date the kings and princes of emerging European nations went
t~eir own way in matters of money and a great period of monetary
experimentation set in. Monetary independence and political decentralization
found their expression in the wave of independent gold coinages; even the
,formality of the rule of the Holy Roman Emperor was dropped when Edward the
third, in 1347, as Vicar-General of the German Emperor, was given the' legal
authority to make his own gold coinsl. A coin achieved the status of international
money on competitive grounds and the reputation of its quality;, exceptionally
trustworthy coins, like the Venetian ducat, were extensively used as European
money for centuries. Other important units of account, like the florin, various
Spanish coins, and the guilder, were used until the rise of dominance of the
pound sterling through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Sterling became
the ducats of the ni~eteenth century and dollars the ducats of the twentieth
century.

There is an important difference, however, between the earlier Venetian,
Florentine, Spanish and Dutch monies and the pound sterling and the dollars,
however. The former were full-bodied gold coins and did not involve such
substantial seigniorage gains to the producer as the credit monies of the pound
and the dollar. This has an important political significance because it meant that
to be trustworthy, credit arrangements either had to be immune'to political
disturbances, especially war, or else the domain of the currency had to be inside
a security area. It is for this reason that the success of the pound sterling was
closely tied up with the security domain of the British Empire and that the
success of the dollar was and is contingent on the security umbrella of the U.S.

Who would doubt the usefulness of the dollar in the post-war monetary
system? It was trough the intermediation of the dollar that a great step forward
was taken in restoring the monetary unity of Europe that had existed, in certain
dimensions, up to thirteenth century. Who would not prefer the quarter century
since 1945 based on the dollar to the monetary chaos of the thirty year
interregnum of common sense from 1914 to 1945? What I am questioning is
rather whether a creative and independent European development is consistent
with a continuation of the dollar system as it penetrates deeper and deeper into
every dimension of European Business.

The power of the. dollar is based on its efficiency in performing financial
services, an efficiency based on economies of scale in the production of a
multiple-attribute commodity money, or more genera;1ly, liquidity. The U.S.
monetary system can be thought of as vast cartel where bank deposits, time
deposits and quasi-monies produced by different institutions are convertible into
cash at a fixed price. European national m~nies cannot compete.

...j,..

1Actually Henry II had made gold coins, but without authorization; the emperor was giving away a
privilege that most kings had already usurped fifty years before.
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Along with the dollar comes American civilization. America is no longer
Europe overseas; it is a civilization on a new key with a new technological and
organizational structure, and a process of change built into the system itself, a
strange, worried civilization as different from Europe as Rome was for Greece.
Its production is highly efficient and beneficial to Europe. There can be no
question of its benefits in enhancing European productivity. But its costs have
been underrated. These costs involve a loss of control and sovereignty. Under the
current system the gains, which are short-run, are acquired at a high price in the
long-run. The overall gain, the net benefit, may be negative.

We thus come to the heart of the argument. No one can disp~te the short-
run benefits; everyone will concede the long-run costs. Which is greater? It is
like asking whether the sale of birthright for a mess of potage is worth while.
The answer depends on the interest rate, on how urgent immediate requirements
are, relative to long-run requirements, and also on the opportunities.

If Europe were faced with a choice of American technology, gained at the
price of European sovereignty it would probably be worth paying something in
sovereignty for the technology if those are the only terms available. However, if
there were another way out, if the bulk of the gains in technology can be
achieved without loss of sovereignty and independence, it would be irresponsible
of European leaders not to explore that possibility to the fullest extent.. Why
cannot Europe create its own technology, engaging in free trade with America in
the field of ideas?

The answer is that she can. But the trade can be achieved on the most
beneficial terms only if European leaders in the field of knowledge are given
comparable facilities that allow the exploitation of economies of scale implicit in
the knowledge industry. Exploitation of these gains implies a higher degree of .

centralization in the production, distribution and utilization of ideas, and the
development of suitable vehicles of transmission of ideas.

The English language has become the primary language of science and
this confers an incredible advantage on the U.S techno-structure in competition
with the tongues of European nations, because language is the medium of
exchange of ideas. It is probably not possible to resist this development as
English becomes the second language of most people in Europe. It is not possible
to go back to Latin or take up Esperanto except in the time scale of centuries, far
beyond any considerations relevant here.

The dollar becomes the medium of exchange of commodities. As long as
the dollar is the world currency, which it is increasingly becoming, America will
maintain the commercial and financial advantages, intrinsic in its vastness. But
currency rights are man-made and reversible, the prerogative of the sovereign
state. We have seen that hope for the national currencies of Europe is slim in the
very long run. But there is possible in the field of money a development ruled
out in the field of language, namely, a European money, if there is a political will
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and if it is feIt that European independence is worth preserving. For a European
money can be created in a year, and the balance of advantages, now weighed
overwhelmingly on the side of the U.S., redressed.

. Money is the key that can unlock the doors that are currently barriers to
the flow of information and finance. Instead of gratuitously ceding to the U.S.
the enormous advantages in both the fields of language and money; it can take
the first fundamental steps through the creation of a money.

American technology, capital and power are transported through the
media of the American language and the American money. Europe needed
something like the dollar in the initial post-war period, but now the need is over.
Now she needs a monetary union. A monetary union has become possible
because Europe has become a security area, a war-free domain.

One must be careful to distinguish between two different approaches to
the question of European integration. One is to ask: What is the appropriate
degree and kind of integration taking Europe alone into account? The other
involves the extra-European context.

If we take Europe alone into account we can accept the need for some
degree of integration to capture the spillover effects in fields of transport,
communication, entertainment, education, technology and defense. Informal
methods of cooperation, combined with a few rules and treaties, might suffice
and a tight degree of integration rendered not necessary. All the gains and
pleasures associated with the university of natural cultures could be preserved.

But such a land of Cockaigne, of delight and commodiousness, cannot
exist without protection in a world of mass states and superpowers. Cheap
culture drives out dear and Europe, far from becoming a land of fun and
diversity, would become a museum run by American curators.

I don't know of any intelligent human who has the bad taste to be proud
of the twentieth century, with its record in the space of 30 years, of world war,
hyperinflation, hyperdepression, fascism, Stalinism, genoci<;le and atomic war.
But it is in the aftermath of that period of tragedy that Europe's problem now
lies. The extra-European environment cannot be avoided even if one wanted to
draw a cordon information around the boundaries of Europe. It just is not
possible. Europe has to cope with the advanced civilization in America as with
the backward, if powerful, Russian superstate, and the other half of the world
living in various states of poverty, degradation and misery. And in this world it
has to recognize not only its right to protection of those nerves centers that
define its existence and uniqueness; but also the responsibility to take an active
role in keeping order and raising the standard of life in o,ther parts of the world.

It is worth emphasizing responsibility because Europe has not contributed
its share in the positive developments of this century. Twice it has dragged the
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world into war and from 1945 to 1970 it has concerned itself almost exclusively
with selfish but understandable pursuits of reconstruction and the drive toward
affluence. The age, starting in 1500, when Europe became - to adopt .Weber's
metaphor - mistress of the world is past. But the mistress is not in her dotage;
the matron still has life and responsibilities.

Yet that life needs a power center, and money, the creation of the state, is
the seat of the power base. The provinces of Europe are getting a money, but it is
the U.S. dollar.

Thus the famous myth, that of the rape of Europa, the beautiful daughter
of a Phoenician prince, transported over the sea to Crete on Zeus in the form of a
beautiful bull, to consummate with her bullish lover her dream of two continents,
would have its sequel in the Oedipus. A new rape of Europe by her son,' Am,erica.

Europe has for three decades now huddled with relief under the umbrella
of friendly America. The dollar has served as the anchor for a degree of
European integration. As long as this system continues the U.S. balance öf
payments deficit will grow; and as long as it grows European independence will
be increasingly undermined; her economic power diminished; the franc, pound
and mark humbled; and America, however mistakenly, pushed into controls.
Mutuality of interests in the Atlantic area is served by a European revival,
beginning in finance and the sine qua non of that revival is a European money'
serving all the provinces of Europe.

Can there be, a transformation of attitudes in Europe? A shift away from
the concept of competitive national interest and rivalry so destructive in the past
of the whole? A shift away from the idea that there is time to spare, that
independence and integration will still be possible two decades from now? That
the world will stop and wait and the technological explosion and the
communications revolution will be arrested while Europe catches her breath?
That European youth will be content with third-rate intellectual fare while
Americans plant themselves on the moon?

A final historical analogy. Just two years after Columbus found America,
a united France invaded a divided Italy, an act symbolic of the newage of the
great European nation states. France and Spain, the technologically superior
barbarian giants of the West, cajoled' and coerced the over-civilized Italian
duchies into despair at ,their inability to cope with the new more powerful
civilizations around them. It was then that "Italy" became a concept for patriots.
In the closing words of The Prince

" ... For, sure, the ancient worth,
That in Italians stirs the heart, is not yet dead"

Macchiavelli quoted Petrareh. But it took Italy over 300 years to become
united.

It is time for Europeans to wake up.
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